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Longines – 1920 A rare, early and first wrist-chronograph with caliber 13.33Z 

Father of all modern chronographs, the vintage Longines Caliber 

13.33Z was the first chronograph movement designed to be on the 

wrist.  

Introduced in 1913, the legendary Longines Calibre 13.33Z set apart 

from the rest of the Horology World. It revolutioned the way 

chronograph were lived, making possible to wear them instead of 

carry them in a pocket. Those were the years of transition from pocket 

watches to wristwatches and the watch case diameters were 

gradually reduced. 

According to the Extract from Archives, this Longines Chronographe 

Compteur was delivered to France in 1920. To our best knowledge, 

this model was also worn by the Russian Military Aviation that 

commissioned this chronograph for their pilots in World War I.  

The case design reminds us of pocket watches, featuring a circular 

shape with hooded decorated lugs. Furthermore, the case features a 

hinged caseback with double closing. Both inner and outer back 

covers are made in solid 18Kt gold and present the serial number 

engraved. Pushing the pin at 2 o’clock allows the collector to set the 

time, an early feature called ‘pin set’. Only after 1920 the time could 

be set with the crown tree, known as the ‘stem set’.Pushing the crown 

activates the chronograph. 

Just a quick glance is needed to realize how maiestically constructed 

is this 13.33Z Caliber, above all the fact it has been manifactured in 

the early 1910s. It has been designed starting from the project of the 

13.33 Caliber (1910), fitted with the chronograph complication. It 

features a bi-metallic Breguet hairspring, a 6 teeth column wheel and 

18000 A/h.  

Almost every 13.33Z displays an enamel dial and this timepiece is a 

crisp example. Finding an enamel dial untouched and without cracks 

is a hard mission nowadays and this dial is preserved in excellent 

condition. Blue steel spade hands and a red ‘12’ arabical index give 

the watch a touch of color. 

Accompanied by Longines Extract from the Archives confirming the 

present timepiece was invoiced on 30 September 1920 to the 

company Hauser, Zivy & Co., which was at the time Longines' agent 

for France. 

 

Manifacturer – Longines 

Year – 1920 

Movement – Longines 13.33Z, Manual winding 

Model Name – Chronograph Compteur 

Reference – N/A 

Material – Solid 18Kt gold case 

Bracelet/Strap – Generic leather strap 

Clasp/Buckle – Generic metal buckle 

Dimensions – 34,7mm x 45,5mm 

Signed - Dial, Caseback, Inner Cover, Movement 
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CONDITION REPORT 

MOVEMENT: is running* at the time of cataloguing, and the chronograph working. 

CASE: the solid 18Kt gold case remains in great condition. There are light signs of wear visible with the 

naked eye, such as fine scuffs and scratches. Both hinge casebacks can be opened regularly and 

the hinges are well-preserved. With maintained pressure, the pusher at 2 o’clock allows the 

collector to set the time. Original crown can be pulled out in order to activate the chronograph. 

The caseback shows scratches. Glass is preserved in very good condition with scratches at 4, 8, 9, 

11 o’clock.  

DIAL: The white enamel dial remains in excellent overall condition, showing small hairline crack at 3 o’clock. 

The dial has some minor spots throughout and a bit of discoloration at the 12 red o’clock. Outer scale, 

arabic numerals and the subregisters are preserved in great condition. The original blue steel 

spade hands have minor sign of age.  

 
*Please note that the movement has not been tested for the accuracy of ti me and may need a service at the buyer's expense. Vintage Watch Leader guarantees 1 month 
working of the movement and we do not guarantee the authenticity of any individual component parts since subsequent repairs a nd restoration work may have resulted 
in the replacement of original parts.  
 
 
The watch is sold in the condition it is in at the time of sale.  The online condition report is provided to assist you with assessing t he condition of the watch and is for 
guidance purposes only. The images of the watch also form part of the online condition report for the watch provided by Vintage Watch Leader . Any reference to 
condition in the online condition report does not amount to a full description of condition. The online condition report may make reference to particular imperfections 
of the watch but you should note that the watch may have other faults not expressly referred to in the online condition report of the watch or shown in the online 
images of the watch (for example, the online condition report may not specify mechanical replacements or imperfections to the movement, case, dial, pendulum, 
separate base(s) or dome). Watches in water -resistant cases have been opened to examine movements but no warranties are made that the watches are current ly water-
resistant.  The online condition report may not refer to all faults,  restoration, alteration or adaptation but rather the onli ne condition report is a statement of subjective, 
qualified opinion (for example, information regarding colour, clarity an d weight of gemstones are statements of opinion only and not statements of fact). In addition, 
certain images of the watch provided online may not accurately reflect the actual condition of the watch (for example, the online images may represent colours an d 
shades which are different to the watch’s  actual colour and shades).  For these reasons, the online condition report is not an alternative to taking your own profession al 
advice regarding the condition of the watch. NOTWITHSTANDING THIS ONLINE CONDITION REPORT OR ANY DISCUSSIONS CONCERNING A WATCH, ALL WATCHES ARE 
OFFERED AND SOLD "AS IS" IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CONDITIONS OF SALE/BUSINESS APPLICABLE TO THE RESPECTIVE SALE.  


